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APPENDIX I 

ENGINEER BATTALION 

1. PURPOSE. To provide an operational concept for the 9th Infantry Division 
(Motorized) Engineer Battalion. 

2. LIMITATIONS. 
a. Mobility, countermobility, survivability and general engineering 

requirements normally require engineer reinforcements from Echelons Above 
Division (EAD) resources. 

b. After the Light Assault Bridge (LtAB) is fielded in FY89-90, the 9ID 
(MTZ) will have a limited short gap crossing capability. Until that time all 
bridging must be provided from EAD. 

3. MISSION. 
a. To increase the combat effectiveness of 9ID (MTZ) by accomplishing mobility, countermobility, survivability and limited general engineering missions. 
b. To perform limited infantry combat missions when required. 

4. ORGANIZATIONAL DESIGN. 

a. The engineer battalion consists of a headquarters and headquarters 
company, three engineer companies and a combat support engineer company. The 
organization stresses the combat engineering mission and orients its efforts 
to the forward areas of the battlefield. 
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b. Headquarters and Headquarters Company. 
(1) The battalion headquarters consists of the command, S-l, S-2, S-3, S-4; communications and electronics, division engineer and brigade 

engineer sections. The headquarters is responsible for the normal command and 
control functions expected of a battalion headquarters. Additionally, the 
division and brigade engineer sections assist the connnander in his 
responsibilities as division engineer. 

(2) The company headquarters consists of command, supply, 
maintenance and food service sections that support the company. 

c. Engineer Line Companies. Each of the three engineer line companies 
consists of a headquarters and support platoon, and three line platoons. Each 
company is normally employed in direct support (habitual relationship) of a 
maneuver brigade. It enhances the combat effectiveness of the brigade by 
providing minimal mobility, countermobility, and survivability support. 

(1) The headquarters and support platoon consists of the company 
headquarters, communications, supply, NBC, maintenance and food service 
sections. 

(2) Each line platoon consists of a platoon headquarters and two 
engineer squads. Each squad is equipped with a HMMWV squad carrier and a 
Small Emplacement Excavator (SEE). 

d. Combat Support Company. This company consists of headquarters and 
support, mobility, countermobility and survivability platoons. This company 
allows the division commander to influence the battle with engineer support at 
the critical time and location. It is usually employed well forward in the 
Brigade AO having the most critical priority for engineer support. 

(1) The headquarters and support platoon consists of the command, communications, supply, NBC, maintenance and food services sections. 

(2) The mobility platoon consists of a platoon headquarters and 
three mobility sections. Each section has a HMMWV squad carrier and six M-9 ACE's. The sections will provide limited combat trail/road construction, 
airstrip and MSR repair, antitank ditch construction, construction of weapons 
system positions and emplacement of mine breaching systems and the Light 
Assault Bridge. 

(3) The countermobility platoon consists of a headquarters and two countermobility sections. Each section has five 5-Ton trucks each with a mine 
dispenser system. (Until the Ground VOLCANO system is fielded in the late 1980's Ground Emplaced Mine Scattering System (GEMSS) will be used as the surrogate.) Each squad leader will be equipped with a HMMWV for command and 
control purposes. The mine laying systems will be employed with supporting 
engineers from the engineer companies or soldiers from maneuver forces. 

(4) The survivability platoon consists of a platoon headquarters, 
SEE section and a dozer section. The SEE section has a HMMWV and four SEE's. 
The dozer section has four 5-Ton trucks with tilt bed trailers and four D-5 
Dozers (sectionalized). 
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5. OPERATIONAL CONCEPT. 
6 

a. General. 9ID (MTZ) Engineer Battalion is organized to be capable of 
rapid deployment to worldwide contingency areas or NATO. The expected threat 
could vary from irregular paramilitary light infantry to tank/motorized 
forces. Engineer support to the division is provided from two sources, the 
organic engineer battalion and EAD. 

(1) The 9ID (MTZ) Engineer Battalion is oriented to providing 
support forward to the motorized maneuver brigades. It is capable of 
reinforcing the terrain by enhancing friendly movement around the battlefield 
(mobility); reducing the enemy's mobility and his ability to concentrate 
forces at critical battlefield locations (countermobility); providing protection for weapon systems, command and control and logistics facilities 
(survivability). Additionally, dependent on the commander's missions and 
priorities, the battalion can provide limited general engineering support to 
sustain forward combat operations. The Engineer Battalion on a limited basis 
is capable of performing infantry missions when required if augmented with 
anti-armor and FIST elements. 

(2) 91D (MTZ) is normally supported by 2-4 engineer battalions from 
EAD normally consisting of two Corps combat battalions and a combat heavy 
battalion. The division may be further augmented by bridging, atomic 
demolition munitions, light equipment and topographic companies. 

(3) Engineer support to the division will be oriented forward and 
will be task organized based upon METT, unit capabilities and the missions and 
priorities of the commander. 

b. Command and Control. 

(1) The division engineer is the senior engineer officer in the 
division. He serves as the battalion commander and as a special staff officer 
to the division commander on all engineering missions. He serves as the 
engineer point of contact on all engineer matters, plans and coordinates the 
activities of units organic, attached, OPCON or supporting the division. The 
Assistant Division Engineer (ADE) serves as the division engineer's 
representative to the division staff and is located in the division tactical 
operations center. 

(2) The brigade engineer sections serve as the division engineer's 
representative to each of the maneuver brigades. The brigade engineer serves 
as the brigade commander's point of contact for all engineer activities within 
the brigade AO. He plans and coordinates the activities of all engineer units 
assigned, attached, OPCON or supporting the brigade. He also maintains active 
liaison with the Division Engineer Section and the 9ID (MTZ) Engineer Battalion TOC. The brigade engineer is normally located in the brigade TOC. 

(3) 9ID (MTZ) Engineer Battalion assets will normally be employed in 
a direct support relationship. Attachment will only be considered when METT 
requirements make it difficult for the parent headquarters to logistically 
support the unit or make timely command decisions. This will enable the 
supported commander to provide flexible support to his subordinate maneuver 
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elements and increases responsiveness. Assets may be placed OPCON to the 
supported unit to insure responsiveness to the commander's maneuver plan, when time, distance or communications dictate decentralization. OPCON will be used 
only for a relatively short period of time and when parent unit logistical 
support is not required. 

() Engineer units from EAD must be task organized to support the 
division. An EAD battalion or group headquarters may be employed as the 
command and control headquarters for engineer units operating within a 
maneuver brigade's sector or within the division rear area. These 
headquarters will exert command influence over all organic, attached brigade 
engineer, as applicable. Engineer units from EAD operating in the division or 
brigade area will be required to establish liaison with the ADE or brigade 
engineer, respectively. 

c. Operations in Contingency Areas. 9ID (MTZ) conducts phased 
contingency operations. Phasing may be modified to meet the tactical or 
strategic situation. Engineer assets in all phases are task organized 
specifically for the situation and mission. 

(1) Phase I - Deployment. Operations normally commence with the 
movement of the assault force into the objective area. The assault force 
engineers (a reinforced engineer company) accompany the initial combat 
elements into the objective area and employ explosives, demolitions, and other 
manportable mine and obstacle clearing devices to insure freedom of movement 
of the forces. As the objective area becomes secured, the engineer priority 
shifts to survivability and countermobility tasks. Mobility tasks associated 
with assault airstrips, Low Altitude Parachute Extraction System (LAPES), 
landing zones, and port areas will commence and require support from EAD to 
accomplish. 

(2) Phase II - Lodgement. The lodgement phase begins with the 
arrival of the follow-on divisional elements. The remainder of the engineer 
battalion arrives during this phase. Engineer elements provide enhanced 
mobility to the highly mobile anti-armor forces moving to destroy, delay, or 
disrupt enemy forces threatening the lodgement area; provide countermobility 
and survivability missions to enhance the security of the lodgement area; and 
perform general engineering functions to assist in the buildup of forces. The 
engineers will continue the limited construction, repair, and maintenance of 
tactical airstrips or port areas as required. 9ID (MTZ) Engineer Battalion 
will require a light equipment company from EAD in order to maintain airstrips 
used in the lodgement. 

(3) Phase III - Expansion of the Logistic Base and Buildup of 
Forces. Expansion of the logistic base requires additional engineer units 
from EAD. Engineers can perform the full range of mobility, countermobility, 
survivability, general engineering and topographic functions during this 
phase. These functions are discussed in para f. 

d. Operations as Part of a Forward Deployed Corps. Engineer operations 
in support of a forward deployed corps will be the same as described for the 
expansion of the logistic base and buildup of forces. Only when operating as 
part of a forward-deployed corps will there be reliance on established or 
potential host nation support. 
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e. Deep Attack Operations. Self-sufficient elements of the engineer line 
companies and the engineer general support company will support small, highly 
mobile elements of the division attacking deep into enemy territory. Engineer 
emphasis will be to enhance the mobility of the force and to destroy critical 
point targets by_ sapper-oriented techniques. Countermobility functions (mine 
warfare and obstacle development) will normally be limited due to logistic 
considerations. Survivability of the force will be enhanced by the force's high mobility. 

f. Engineer Functional Areas. The combat engineer missions of mobility, countermobility, survivability, general engineering and topographic support 
are each subdivided into functional areas. Capabilities and limitations within each functional area are discussed in this paragraph. 

(1) Mobility. Mobility throughout the AirLand battlefield is 
critical to the effectiveness and survivability of the division. 

(a) Bypassing obstacles is preferred to breaching operations. 
Thus scout and reconnaissance elements, augmented by engineers, will be 
positioned well forward to provide the commander with advice on bypass and 
breaching operations. 

(b) Engineer organizational design is oriented toward providing 
the required mobility for 9ID (MTZ). The M-9 ACE is the critical piece of 
engineer equipment to providing this mobility. The ACE will be employed in 
the lead elements of a maneuver force to breach obstacles, construct combat 
roads and trails and emplace the Mine Clearing Line Charge (MICLIC) and Light 
Assault Bridge (LtAB). 

(2) Countermobility. Countermobility pertains to reducing the 
enemy's mobility and his ability to concentrate his forces at critical 
battlefield locations. This may require placing minefields, blowing bridges, 
or preparing obstacles such as road craters, abatis, wire, and antitank 
ditches. During defensive operations, countermobility missions are of primary 
importance and obstacles and minefields are prepared before the battle. 
During the offense, countermobility operations provide flank protection and 
standoff protection against possible enemy counterattack and provide an 
economy of force capability. 

(a) Mine Warfare. 9ID (MTZ) will make extensive use of the 
Family of Scatterable Mines (FASCAM) mines during all phases of combat 
operations (See FM 5-102). 

1 The division engineer is the division commander's principal advisor on mine warfare. The brigade engineer acts in a similar role to the 
brigade commander. 

2 All mine warfare operations will be conducted according to FM 5-102 Countermobility. 
3 9ID (MTZ) Engineer Battalion organic capability for laying 

minefields is the GEMSS (to be replaced by Ground VOLCANO). Other mine laying 
systems available to the division are Air VOLCANO, Artillery delivered 
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RAAM/ADAM, USAF delivered GATOR and Modular Pack Mine Systems (MOPMS). 
Engineer and maneuver units will carry MOPMS as part of their basic load. ~ 

(b) Obstacle Development. 

1 The engineer battalion can create a wide variety of 
obstacles. They range from large antivehicle obstacles such as antitank ditches, blown bridges, rubble, craters or abatis to smaller antipersonnel 
obstacles such as wire entanglements or booby traps. 

2 The engineer battalions' obstacle construction equipment includes M-9 ACE, D-5 dozers, SEE's with attachments and hydraulic tools, 
chain saws and the engineer squad demolition capabilities. 

3 Atomic Demolitions Munitions (ADM). ADM support is provided from EAD; however, the divisional engineer battalion plans for employment and 
provides engineer support at the emplacement and firing sites. The maneuver 
unit provides the mission support force (i.e., mission officer, security force) . 

(3) Survivability. Survivability is enhanced for 9ID (MTZ) in 
several ways. The engineers are directly involved in two ways. Mobility or 
the ability to move about the battlefield is the greatest enhancer of 
survivability. The engineers enhance mobility and have the capability to assist forces to "dig in". 

(a) The individual soldier is responsible for preparing his 
individual positions. Combat engineers are available to serve as technical 
advisors to maneuver forces. 

(b) Engineer equipment will normally be utilized to prepare 
positions for major weapon systems, command and control, and logistics 
facilities. Dependent upon the commander's priorities, engineer support from 
EAD may be used to prepare maneuver unit positions. The battalion will make 
maximum use of the SEEs, M-9 ACEs, D-5 dozers and explosives to prepare 
positions. 

(4) General Engineering. General engineering relates to a wide 
range of functions which support the sustained operations of the division. 
These include, but are not limited to the construction of logistic facilities, 
air defense artillery sites, and command and control centers; the 
construction, repair and maintenance of ground, air, and sea lines of 
communications; the production of construction materials; and rear area 
restoration. Other functions include NBC decontamination support, dust 
control, and membrane installation support. Normally these functions will be 
performed by EAD engineer units. 

g. Communication. 

(1) General. The dispersion of the divisional engineer battalion 
requires the battalion and company commanders to communicate throughout the 
width and depth of the battlefield. To facilitate this dispersed requirement, 
the battalion disperses its elements throughout the battlefield collocating 
with key command and control nodes. 
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(2) 
following: 

The divisional engineer must maintain communications with the 

(a) Division Commander and staff. 

(b) Major Subordinate Commanders. 

(c) Assistant Division Engineer. 

(d) Battalion Staff and Subordinate Units. 

(e) Brigade Engineer Sections. 

(f) Engineer Units from EAD. 

(3) The division engineer operates a battalion command net to 
communicate with the battalion staff and subordinate elements, the. brigade 
engineer sections, and supporting engineers from EAD. · 

(4) The ADE is habitually located at the division TOC. He will 
operate on the engineer battalion command net and has access to the full 
spectrum of division communications provided at the Division Main CP. He also 
operates an engineer command and control net to maintain communications with 
all EAD engineer support. 

(5) The brigade engineer is habitually located at the brigade TOC 
and serves as the link between the ADE, the divisional battalion and engineer 
units supporting the brigade. The brigade engineer monitors brigade command 
and the engineer battalion command net and has access to all communications 
facilities available to the brigade TOC. He establishes and maintains a 
brigade engineer net to communicate with all engineer units operating in the 
brigade sector. 

(6) The battalion executive officer, S-l, and S-4 are located in the 
divisional engineer battalion Admin/log cell which is normally collocated with the DMMC in the DSA. The XO has access to multi-channel capabilities and 
operates the battalion alternate net control station. 

(7) The battalion S-3 operates the battalion TOC which is normally 
located close to the Division TOC or the brigade TOC with the division 
commander's mission priority. The battalion TOC maintains communications with 
the ADE, brigade engineers, subordinate units, supported and supporting units. 

(8) Divisional engineer company commanders must maintain 
communications with the engineer battalion and supported units. They also 
establish and maintain their respective company nets. Platoon leaders monitor the supported units command net and operate on the company net. The HHC 
Commander operates on the engineer battalion command net. 

(9) EAD engineer units supporting the division will establish 
communication with the ADE on the engineer command and control net. EAD units 
operating in a brigade sector will establish communications with the brigade 
engineer on the brigade engineer net. Additionally, EAD units operating in 
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the Division/Brigade Area will establish liaison with the ADE/brigade engineer 
respectively. 

h. Combat Service Support. 
(1) General. 

(a) Combat Service Support (CSS) for the engineer organizations operating within the division area is designed to maximize the number of 
engineer systems fully manned and operable on the battlefield. This support 
will arm, fuel, fix and man the engineer systems as far forward as possible. 
Throughput of supplies is made to the unit or Brigade Support Area (BSA) by 
corps units. Normal resupply actions will be by supply point distribution, 
though a very limited capability for unit distribution or resupply at 
designated rendevous points does exist. 

(b) Units employed in the brigade area will not normally.be required 
to return behind the brigade trains for support. The supply, field services, 
transportation, maintenance and medical service requirements of engineer units 
attached to a maneuver brigade will be coordinated by the brigade engineer 
through the appropriate brigade coordinating staff officer. The division 
engineer will coordinate these logistic requirements for divisional engineer 
units OPCON or in direct support to the maneuver brigades and all other 
engineer organizations organic or attached to the division base. 

(2) Contingency Operations. 

(a) Deployment. During this phase the Forward Support Battalion 
(FSB) and selected Main Support Battalion (MSB) elements enter the area of 
operation. Distribution of supported units will be accomplished by a 
combination of supply point distribution and aerial resupply. As a SEALOC is 
established, distribution points are established for Class I (including water), II, III, IV, V and VII supplies. Additional maintenance support will 
be available from the Maintenance Support Teams (MST) of the FSB and limited 
Class IX support will be available from the MST. Additional medical support 
will be provided by divisional medical units. 

(b) Lodgement. In this phase, the FSB and selected main support battalion elements enter the area of operation. Distribution to supported 
units will be accomplished by a combination of supply point distribution and 
aerial resupply. As SEALOC is established, distribution points are 
established for Class I (including water), II, III, IV, V and VII supplies. 
Additional maintenance support will be available from the MST of the FSB and 
limited Class IX support will be available from the MST. Additional medical 
support will be provided by divisional medical units. 

(c) Expansion of Lodgement Base and Buildup. During this phase, 
corps support units and the remainder of DISCOM will enter the area. These 
units will provide Class I (including water), II, III, IV, V, VII, and IX supplies, ground transportation, salvage, graves registration ,clothing 
exchange and bath services. Maintenance support will be provided by 
organizational maintenance elements, the maintenance companies of the FSB, the 
maintenance units (includes - maintenance support teams) of the MSB and backup 
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intermediate support from nondivisional maintenance units. Medical support is 
enhanced by the arrival of corps medical elements. 

(3) Operations as Part of a Forward--Deployed Corps. Logistic support 
operations in support of forward-deployed forces will be the same as described for the buildup of forces. When operating as part of a forward-deployed 
corps, there will be maximum planning reliance on established or potential 
host nation support. 

(4) Deep Attack Operations. Primary support will be self-sufficiency. 
Secondary support may include the use of predetermined airdrop, airlift or 
ground rendezvous points; prepositioned stocks; seizure of threat supplies and/or aerial resupply. 

(5) A detailed discussion of 9ID (MTZ) logistic support is given in Annex H, Combat Service Support. 
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